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Abstract Emerging forms of data offer new opportunities for developing a deeper
understanding of poorly understood social and spatial processes. This is no more
important than in developing countries, where large-scale data collection and process-
ing has been relatively limited. In this paper, we explore how two new datasets can be
used to enhance our understanding of human activity and communication interactions
in Dakar, Senegal. Starting from a premise of little contextual knowledge about the
setting in which we are working, we explore how much these data, combined with
novel quantitative methods, are able to inform us about the urban environment in
question. Fine-grained infrastructural data are combined with k-means clustering to
produce an 11-class land use classification, distinguishing dense and sparse, single and
mixed use regions. Using these classifications and over 1.5 billion mobile phone call
records, patterns of activity and interaction within and between land use types are
analysed. These analyses reveal strong activity associated with high density commer-
cial, governmental and administrative regions. These regions are also identified as
relatively strong ‘attractors’ of communication, and wider patterns show higher inter-
actions between areas with similar land use characteristics. Analyses of dynamic
activity and interaction patterns highlight the movement of people from workplace
zones to residential areas. Importantly, these analyses reflect the expected patterns of
urban activity, providing some validation of the data, methods, and the empirical
approach. The paper concludes in addressing the strengths and potential of these
approaches, while recognising current limitations and areas for further work.
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Introduction
The widening availability of fine-grained data provides new opportunities to measure
and understand the world in greater detail. Within just the last 10 years, the breadth and
variety of datasets available to urban planners, city governments, transport operators,
and researchers, has expanded significantly (Batty 2013; Arribas-Bel 2014). This has
led to a proliferation of new methods which seek to extract and classify elements of
urban activity from singular data sources (Steenbruggen et al. 2013; Salesses et al.
2013; Goel et al. 2018). These new forms of analysis describe cities in greater spatial
and temporal detail than has ever previously been possible, offering the prospect of
improved governance, decision making and policies in cities (Goldsmith and Crawford
2014).
Much of the research involving new datasets and methods has focused on activity in
Western, East Asian and South American countries. This may be an outcome of the
interests of the academic community, but is more likely primarily because these are the
locations where datasets have been made available to researchers. The result is a
growing inequality between our understanding of urban contexts in the developed
and developing worlds. While it can be assumed that some transferable (or universal)
insights can inform development, we currently lack adequate insight and context
around the specific case of African urban activity and dynamics.
Understanding the human dimension of cities – certainly from an aggregate, demo-
graphic perspective rather than a more micro-level qualitative perspective – has
traditionally been facilitated in Europe and North America by the collection of
spatially-referenced population data. Historically these data would have been collected
using censuses – full population enumerations taken at a given point in time, usually
with a decennial refresh-rate. While countries like the Canada and the UK still collect
data in this way, increasingly in Europe in countries like the Netherlands, Finland and
Sweden, population registers (which are continually updated) are becoming common
place. In addition to centrally collected population data, social surveys, administrative
data (for example hospital patient registers or tax records) and privately collected
‘consumer’ data (from loyalty cards, credit checks or customer surveys) are being used
to gain even greater insight into the patterns and processes exhibited by humans in
cities.
Yet, there are notable limitations associated with the conventional census process.
Census datasets can be useful for understanding static demographic profiles, snapshots
of daily commuting behaviours or less frequent migration transitions over longer
periods. But understanding population dynamics at a much finer temporal resolution
(for example the changing commuting patterns at different times of the day or days for
the week) has required the use of additional surveys. In addition, within areas of rapid
population change, census data can rapidly become obsolete. Censuses are also costly
and sophisticated operations to conduct, and may be particularly difficult to conduct
within the developing country context. The national government must have the tech-
nical infrastructure in place to disseminate, collect, and process census questionnaires,
but furthermore maintain technical expertise in sufficient volume and depth to ensure
adequate data quality. In Senegal, the setting for this study, censuses have been carried
out relatively irregularly (in 1988, 2002, and 2013). The latest census was supported by
the United Nations Population Fund with funding for tablet-based collection. Some
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developing countries will face the additional challenges born from a lack of prior
measurement of housing or infrastructure, significant population heterogeneity in
literacy levels and languages spoken, the presence and location of nomadic people.
Increasingly, even in countries where Census or register data provide rich demo-
graphic information, alternative sources of data are being experimented with. Admin-
istrative or data which are the by-product of other processes (such as making telephone
calls or interacting on social media) are particularly attractive as, while frequently less
rich in detail, they do not incur the costs associated with commissioned data. In recent
years, mobile phone transaction data have been suggested as an alternative or proxy
measure of population distribution (Frias-Martinez and Virseda 2012). These data
record the locations and times at which users of mobile phones undertake activity
using their devices. These transactions are served via cell phone towers, with the sum of
all activity yielding a distribution of the complete user base of a single mobile phone
service provider. By weighting against biases in this user base (for example, while
ubiquitous now, in the early years of adoption mobile telephones were predominantly
used by younger people), a theoretical proxy for population distribution is achieved.
Furthermore, the temporally dynamic nature of this data means that we can capture
mobility in addition to location.
The opportunities afforded by this form of data in the spatiotemporal analysis of
urban areas have been demonstrated elsewhere in a number of ways. At the urban-wide
scale, various projects have shown how mobile phone traces describe the movement of
populations over the course of the day. The Mobile Landscapes (Ratti et al. 2006) and
Real Time Rome (Calabrese et al. 2011) projects were early runners in this respect.
Others have shown how it is possible to differentiate land uses from the temporal
signatures of activity at different locations (Toole et al. 2012; Pei et al. 2014), identify
origin-destination matrices of population flow (Iqbal et al. 2014), partition space in
communities of interaction (Ratti et al. 2010; Expert et al. 2011), and establish
centricity in urban structure based on patterns of activity and interaction (Louail et al.
2014), while analysis of fixed-line telephone communications has been shown to be a
helpful footprint for identifying sectoral specialisms in industrial activities in the UK
(Reades and Smith (2014). Awider review of the extensive volume of work conducted
in this area can be found in Blondel et al. (2015).
This form of data furthermore enables the analysis of individual-level mobility
patterns. Research in this area has helped demonstrate wide scale patterns of regularity
in activity at the individual level (Gonzalez et al. 2008; Song et al. 2010). Other
research has extended these findings to demonstrate the predictability of behaviour,
building on the past behaviours of individuals and wider population level mobility
trends (Calabrese et al. 2010; Song et al. 2010). The analysis of both call activity and
mobility at the individual scale have furthermore demonstrated how social ties are
manifested in space (Wang et al. 2011).
The demonstration of the capability of mobile phone data has raised the prospect of
their use within the data-poor contexts of the developing world. In Africa, in particular,
rapid growth in the adoption of mobile phones – 6.1% in users over the last 5 years –
has been raised as potentially beneficial in improving inclusion and boosting produc-
tivity (Garbellini and Okeleke 2017). Through mobile phone data we are presented
with an opportunity to build a detailed spatial and temporal understanding of a city
without the need to conduct a full census or commission a survey. Within the
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developing world context, this potentially allows rapid and low-cost measurement of
the urban population, avoiding the cost of a complete population census and leapfrog-
ging stages of development undergone by cities in the developed world.
The release of mobile phone data by Orange under the Data for Development
programme in both Cote d’Ivoire and Senegal (used in the paper) have provided
impetus for research in developing world context. Previous work using these datasets,
encompassed within two volumes (see Data for Development 2013 and Data for
Development 2015) demonstrate a focus of research around country-level communi-
cation and mobility patterns, communication network community formation, and
epidemic networks. Relatively few of these studies have focused on the urban processes
specifically however, with this research either addressing urban structure or commuting
patterns (Louf, et al. in Data for Development 2015; Naboulsi, et al. in Data for
Development 2013).
One of the challenges of deriving meaning from attribute poor but spatially rich
interaction data such as the telecommunications interactions used here or by Reades
and Smith (2014), taxi journeys (Peng et al. 2012) or flows of students to University
(Singleton et al. 2010) is that without other contextual information on the origins and
destinations, the interactions remain just flows of information, traffic or people. To
overcome this, despite using data from quite different contexts, Reades and Smith
(2014), Peng et al. (2012) and Singleton et al. (2010) all made use of different area
classifications (derived from alternative data sources) situate the flows they were
analysing. The challenge we face in Senegal is that contextual data is scarce and area
classifications non-existent, and so developing a new classification based on available
infrastructural data should provide a means to contextualise the telecommunication
interactions observed. In turn, we might expect communication flows between different
types of area to vary and so observed interactions should help us to evaluate any land
use classification generated.
In this paper, we seek to expand on these previous studies, by integrating land use
classification and mobile phone data, to derive a deeper contextual understanding of
urban activity within a developing country. This work focuses on Dakar, the capital city
of Senegal, and home to a population of 1.1 m people. The study makes use of the Data
for Development dataset, as well as land use data obtained from the Senegalese
statistical and mapping agency. The question we are seeking to answer is, in the
absence of census or other demographic data, is it possible to derive useful information
about the city, its inhabitants and their activities from data relating to the physical
features of the city and the mobile phone usage of its inhabitants? If successful, then
this could have implications for service planning, transport management and other city
governance activities in areas of the world where conventional data are less widely
available. At the time of initial analysis, census data for small areas the city had not
been published, however in the course of completing this work, data for some
administrative units has been published and so offers an opportunity for some
comparison.
Following a description of the datasets used in the study in the next section, the
methods used to classify land use and measure activity are described. In the fourth
section, we describe the nature of the land use classification for Dakar, and what its
spatial structure indicates about the nature of the city. Following this, we incorporate
our measures of activity and communication interaction, derived from mobile phone
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data, to analyse how these vary with land use across Dakar. The paper concludes with a
discussion of some of the pertinent outcomes of this work and potential avenues for
future work.
Data Sources
The study makes use of two newly available datasets covering the whole of Dakar. The
first is a spatially granular GIS dataset provided by the Agence Nationale de Statistique
et de la Démographie (ANSD), the Senegalese statistical and mapping agency. The
dataset, collected by the ANSD as part of the Projet de Numérisation des Districts de
Recensement, contains point centroid data for 61 types of infrastructure for precise
locations. The data details the locations of all major types of physical infrastructure as
of 2014, including water and electricity networks, commercial units, government
offices, industry, hotels, schools, markets, religious institutions, health centres, transport
infrastructure, and so on. Additional spatial data relating specifically to the road
network and the location of military bases (both not covered by the ANSD data) were
obtained from OpenStreetMap.1 These datasets will form the basis of the static analysis
of the city.
The second dataset describes mobile phone activity across Dakar over the course of
7 months in 2013. Provided by Orange as part of the Data for Development pro-
gramme, the dataset describes mobile phone interactions between each of the 435
Orange cell towers in Dakar. In this study, we make use of aggregated Call Detail
Record (CDR) data. This dataset contains counts of voice calls, sum call durations, and
counts of text messages between all origin and destination pairs, aggregated to each
hour of the seven-months period. In total, the dataset contains records of 1,562,327,418
voice calls and 2,287,872,391 text messages between Dakar cell towers. It is estimated
that 64% of the population of Senegal is a customer of Orange (de Montjoye et al.
2014), and we may expect higher proportions of the population of Dakar to be
represented in this dataset, evidence from Kenya in 2009 suggested three quarters of
urban dwellers had mobile phones compared to one third of rural residents (Aker and
Mbiti 2010). This dataset will form the basis of an analysis of the dynamic elements of
the city.
Methodology
The analysis of Dakar, through these new forms of data, consists of static and dynamic
components. The large number or origin/destination pairs in interaction datasets means
that analysis of the raw data can be affected by noise and large occurrences of small
interactions. To reduce the dimensions of large interaction matrices and smooth out
some of the noise, a number of authors have grouped origins and destinations into
clusters defined by particular characteristics (Reades and Smith 2014; Dennett and
Stillwell 2010). This process also aids the contextualisation of the observed flows as
1 OpenStreetMap has been shown to provide 100% coverage of the road network in Senegal, relative to
established cartographic sources (Mapbox 2016).
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described above. Here we make use of the ANSD GIS data to develop a static
representation of the city, defining areas of the city by local infrastructure characteris-
tics. This representation is linked to the mobile phone data by spatial unit, as outlined
below. The mobile phone transaction data yields indications of activity and interaction
between regions over time, and, in reference to the static model of the city, suggests that
nature of activity varies at different times of day. Importantly, as we will show, the CDR
data both validate the infrastructure classification and supplement it with additional
information about activity.
Area Unit Specification
The area units chosen for the basis of the analysis are selected at an aggregation
suitable for both the ANSD GIS data and the Orange mobile phone data. Adminis-
trative units are available in Dakar, but even the smallest unit can accommodate
several cell towers. Mobile phone data are aggregated to spatially located cell towers,
and given their sparsity relative to the point-level GIS data, appeared a good basis for
the development of an area unit definition. Indeed, many earlier analyses of mobile
phone data have been conducted at the level of cell towers (Frias-Martinez and
Virseda 2012; Iqbal et al. 2014).
The development of areal units from cell tower locations is, however, less than
straight forward. Cell tower reception range is dependent on factors relating to the
location, height, and the technology involved. While limitations in range are accounted
for by telecom operators, they necessarily result in overlapping service areas to
minimise the risk of ‘holes’ in coverage. A device will seek the cell tower providing
the strongest, and therefore usually nearest, signal (Electronic Notes 2017), but con-
nection or handover to the nearest cell tower is not guaranteed. As a result, due to the
uncertainty on their proximity to any specific cell tower, the location of a specific user
cannot be assured. Nevertheless, at an aggregate level it can be expected that cell tower
activity is indicative of nearby activity.
The analysis of mobile phone data has taken a number of approaches, each creating
a link between space and a nearby cell tower. Steenbruggen et al. (2015) find that
previous research follows one of three approaches – best-serving polygons,
rasterisation, and Voronoi tessellation. Best-serving polygons and rasterisation are
representations of the areas covered by specific cell towers, and are estimated by the
mobile service provider on the basis of tower capabilities and nearby urban form.
Voronoi tessellations are a simplified representation of service zones, creating regions
associated with cell towers based on nearest proximity alone.
In the case of this study, only cell tower locations were provided, without an
indication of the best-service zone, and as such, Voronoi tessellation is the best option.
Using the 435 cell towers located within the Dakar region, area unit representations
generated through Voronoi tessellation are adopted.
Area Classification
Area classifications in human geographic analysis have been typically carried out
using population data. These geodemographic classifications (Harris et al. 2005;
Vickers and Rees 2007; Breetzke and Horn 2009) generally use census data as their
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principal input due to the level of attribute and spatial detail available, however a
number of classifications, particularly commercial general use classifications such
as Acorn (CACI) and Mosaic (Experian), use commercial and other data to increase
discriminatory power. The focus on population data is indicative of the use to which
these area classifications are usually put – the segmentation of different population
groups and their characteristics for commercial or other purposes. While land-use is
a function of human activity and closely related to it, area classifications for land use
have typically been the focus of and used in other sub-disciplines of geographic
analysis. In the field of remote sensing, for example, there is a long history of area
classifications according to land-use (Anderson et al. 1976) with more recent work
focusing on differentiation in urban areas (Herold et al. 2002), however these
classifications tend to be limited to broad land cover types and poor at differenti-
ating, for example, residential and commercial areas. More nuanced land-use
classifications are frequently produced and have been for some time (Shapiro
1959), but they tend to be generated through more qualitative processes. To our
knowledge no work has been carried out on defining land-use classifications using
infrastructural data and certainly not to explore human activity patterns in urban
areas.
The classification phase aims to generate classes representative of area function,
enabling the identification of the types of activities on going in each polygon area. The
classification scheme is derived from the point centroid GIS dataset provided by
ANSD, which contains feature data relating to 61 infrastructure types.
Regional Land Use Attributes
Land use attributes are derived through the calculation of feature densities in each
polygon region. These measures of feature density will enable the identification of land
use classifications, enabling differentiation in area type. This phase of the methodology
takes three stages:
1. Assignment of features to polygons. A simple point-in-polygon operation is
executed over all 61 feature types and 435 area polygons, yielding counts of
features by area.
2. Consolidation of feature types into categories. Given the high number of feature
types in the original dataset, there was risk of poor cluster formation due to the
‘curse of dimensionality’ (whereby large sparsity in data results in a reduced ability
to identify important trends), and therefore some consolidation of features was
required. The process of consolidation was subjective, and combined features
according to their functional similarity relative to other groups, with new groups
being created where clear distinctions arose. For example, the category ‘commer-
cial’ was created by combining data for workshops, bakeries, shops, boutiques, and
markets. The final category list captures all feature types within 17 categories,
aiming to provide a broad classification of all relevant land use types. These
categories are as follows – commercial, industrial, business administration, gov-
ernment, leisure, religious, education, medical, transport, hotels, percentage piped
water, wells, science and research, diplomacy, roads, military, and nightlife. Fea-
ture counts are summed across these categories for each area.
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3. Z-Score Normalisation. Given significant variance in feature counts across cate-
gories, z-scores are calculated by category for each area. This calculation takes the
standard form z ¼ x−μσ , where x is the feature count in a given region, μ is the mean
feature count, and σ the standard deviation.
Classification Process
A regional classifier is generated using the normalised feature counts created according
to the process above. To create the classifier, a k-means clustering algorithm is applied
(Everitt et al. 2001). The k-means method created clusters based on spatial proximity,
meaning features with similar measures across all attributes are assigned to the same
partition. The number of partitions generated by the algorithm is determined by the
parameter k, which is set by the modeller. In addition to selecting k, it must be decided
which attributes of the data best contribute towards the clustering, and create mean-
ingful, well-defined clusters.
The parameterisation of k and the selection of attributes is led through metrics
measuring the structure and cohesiveness of resulting clusters. The first metric used is
the coefficient of variation, cv ¼ σμwhereμ is themean cluster size, andσ represents the
standard deviation. This measure yields a relative measure of variance in cluster size,
with higher values highlighting misbalancing of cluster sizes. The second metric
calculated is the Silhouette score for each clustered feature. The Silhouette score, S,
measures how well each feature fits within its designated cluster, relative to other
clustered points, where positive scores indicate a well clustered point (limited to +1),
and negative scores a poorly allocated point (limited to −1). For evaluation, both
individual feature silhouette scores (specifically negative scores), sneg, and the mean
silhouette score, S, are used.
The process of choosing k and selecting the attributes is undertaken iteratively,
and guided by the modeller, in reference to cv and Silhouette scores. In cases
where a single dominant cluster captures a large proportion of features, a second-
ary clustering phase is executed upon the largest cluster alone. This secondary
level of clustering enables better identification of less distinct regions in land use,
such areas of mixed use activity. The two phases of clustering will henceforth be
given the terms k1 and k2.
Measures of Activity and Interaction
With regional classifications constructed around the Voronoi regions of cell towers, cell
phone communication patterns can describe activity and interactions at and between
different land use types. Furthermore, the granularity of communication data allows
activities and interactions to be analysed between land use types on a fine temporal
basis. In defining these metrics, given variation in the size of different land use areas
(normalisation on this basis is provisioned).
Regional activity is measured by counts of phone calls initiated in origin region.
Activity counts Ai are normalised by both the sum of the area of the region, AiS, and the
sum of the count of road junctions, AiR, as below. Spatial area will account for differing
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area size, while road junctions account for density in the built environment, which
better accounts for open spaces and is indicative of urban density (Borruso 2003).
AiS ¼
∑
n
j¼1
Cij
Si
ð1Þ
AiR ¼
∑
n
j¼1
Cij
Ri
ð2Þ
Where Cij is the number of phone calls between region i and region j, Si is the area of
region i in square kilometres, and Ri is the number of road junctions in region i. These
measures can be presented over all time periods, or disaggregated to hourly measures of
activity. By only considering call origin locations, we focus only on instances where
users have actively engaged in communication.
Regional interactions are measured by the proportion of calls an origin region makes
to any destination region, Cij/Ai. This measure is normalised as above, in this case by
alternatively the sum area, Sj, and count of roads within the destination region, Rj, as
outlined below. Given the control for origin size through normalisation against all
activity, the metric will capture relative attraction to each destination area, and thus only
destination size measures (junction counts and area) is used to normalise call activity.
AijS ¼
Cij=Ai
S j
ð3Þ
AijR ¼
Cij=Ai
R j
ð4Þ
This measure yields a weighted proportion of calls between an origin and destination
region, accounting for both origin call volume and destination area size or road count.
Area Classification Results
The generation of the land use classification, in line with the methodology described
above, was carried out within an iterative process. At each iteration the area attributes,
assigned across 17 categories, were refined in seeking the best classification fit. Given
the relatively few features, the process was modeller-led and non-exhaustive. This
approach had the advantage of maintaining features common to land-use
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classifications, and limiting the double counting of correlated features where identified.
Testing proceeded through incremental inclusion or exclusion of singular attributes
based on resulting metrics (specifically, cv, S and sneg). As such, the final attribute
selection is not necessarily optimal, but yields classifications based on diverse, uncor-
related features. During each iteration, the cv, S and sneg metrics described above were
extracted, and attribute selection refined according to these measures. Clusters were
constructed for values of k1 between 2 and 14, and k2 between 2 and 5.
Through attribute selection, clustering was executed on the relative densities of
business administration, government, industrial, commercial, science and research,
hotels, percentage piped water, wells, and military facilities in each area. Rejected
features, such as education, medical, transport, diplomacy, and religious facilities, were
shown not to contribute effectively in improving land-use classifications.
Using these attributes, it was found that at its peak S = 0.27 when k1 = 8, with cv =
1.70 and sneg = 152. By comparison, where k1 = 7, cv = 1.61, S = 0.25 and sneg = 152,
and where k1 = 9, cv = 1.56, S = 0.18 and sneg = 187. The mean Silhouette scores are
relatively lower than we might expect, however, observing the outputs, it is clear that
secondary clustering was required on the largest component in all cases. Observing the
cv scores for the secondary clusters where 7 ≤ k1 ≥ 9, low points in cv are reached where
k1 = 8 and k2 = 4 (cv = 0.69) and where k1 = 9 and k2 = 4 (cv = 0.63). In reference to all
metrics, generated from both primary and secondary clustering phases, it was decided
that the clustering configuration defined where k1 = 8 and k2 = 4 be adopted. This
results in 11 cluster types being used going forward.
The 11 land use classes generated through this process can be interpreted by
observing the density of each attribute within each class. This is achieved by calculating
the mean z-score for each attribute across all Voronoi regions assigned to each cluster.
Table 1 provides an indication of the stronger and weaker associations between each
attribute with each cluster, and indicates the number of regions associated with each
Table 1 Indicates association of clusters with mean attribute density (calculated using z-scores, where + >
0.25, ++ > 1, +++ > 3, − < −0.25, –– < −1 and ––– < −3), and cluster size by region count
Attribute Primary clusters Secondary clusters
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Administrative + ++ +++ – –
Government + ++ + +++ – –
Industrial ++ +++ + – ++ – – –
Commercial – +++ – – ++ – + – –
Science +++
Hotels +++ +++ + –
Piped Water – ++ ++ ++ + – – – – –
Wells – +++ – ++
Military +++
Total Regions 13 37 10 20 3 55 17 34 78 135 33
Sum Area in sq. km. 4.54 5.87 1.19 5.07 0.29 9.94 9.95 13.29 21.92 80.14 20.06
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cluster. Figure 1 shows the spatial representation of these clusters across the Dakar
region.
In interpreting these clusters, it is clear from the results that a large degree of mixed
use activity across Dakar, with a number of clusters demonstrating strong association
with multiple feature types. It is apparent that the process has successfully distinguished
some single use regions, such as clusters 1 (Military), 4 (Science and Research) and, to
a lesser extent, cluster 8 (Industrial). The last of these shows indications of strong local
spatial autocorrelation in Fig. 1, and thus appears to validate the presence of a single
use region.
The cases of clusters 7 (Fringe Residential and Commercial) and 11 (Fringe
Residential) are more curious, as these highlight a strong association with the locations
of wells alone. Piped water is available across Dakar, and wells therefore may be
indicative of informal or recently constructed regions. Given the lack of strong
association with other features, and their location at the fringes of the city (as can be
seen in Fig. 1), it is likely that these are indicative of informal, residential areas.
The remaining clusters appear indicative of mixed use commercial and administra-
tive regions, with cluster 3 (Dense Commercial and Hotels) and 5 (Central Government
and Business District) most strongly linked to government offices and hotel facilities.
Again, as shown in Fig. 1, there appears to be strong spatial association between cluster
types, with cluster 5 indicative of a Central Business District and Governmental
Region, and cluster 3 signifying nearby, dense commercial regions. Cluster 9 appears
to represent a lower density demonstration of this trend of mixed use activity, located
towards the outer reaches of the city. Finally, cluster 10 (Urban Residential and Open
Spaces) appears representative of the remaining regions where no clear land use can be
Fig. 1 Map of spatial distribution of land use types
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defined. Given the lack of strong association with any attribute, it could be concluded
that these areas are representative of residential areas and remaining open spaces.
Using the associations found in Table 1, and the trends observed in Fig. 1, clusters
are given names indicative of their function. These names and corresponding cluster
numbers are shown in Fig. 1. There are naturally notable limitations to the land use
classification approach introduced here. The absence of small area residential data
reduces the ability to determine the degree of mixed use activity on going within each
area. As shown in the results, some areas appear to suggest a high degree of residential
use (e.g. a lack of other infrastructure), but confirming this is difficult.
Recent data from the last Senegal Census offers some opportunity for validation.
While only raw counts are available for the smallest areas (which as still far larger than
the Voronoi polygons of our classification groups) it is possible to show population
densities for the areas with cell tower polygons overlaid on top for comparison (Fig. 2).
Observing the cluster groups in Fig. 1, it can be seen that some of the most densely
populated areas in Dakar correspond with those areas classified as Light Commercial or
Light Mixed Use (clusters 6 and 9). Less densely populated areas appear to correspond
with Urban Residential and Open Spaces, Fringe Residential and Industrial areas
(clusters 10, 11 and 8). While visual comparison is not in any way scientific, we do
at least see population densities corresponding with the kinds of land use we would
expect.
There are other difficulties found in relation to the handling of open and restricted
spaces within the city. Some areas of Dakar are given away to marshland, open land, or
large infrastructure (e.g. airport, large road junctions). In order to maintain a spatially
contiguous classification these areas are included within the classification, but like
residential areas, data is lacking on their exact extent. Finally, it is inevitable that with
Fig. 2 Census-derived population densities across Dakar
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any regionalisation of space that the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP –
Openshaw 1984) will result in some misclassification. This is noticeable in locations
where agglomerations of features do not align with the definitions of the Voronoi
polygons. An example of this can be observed on the north coast of city, where around
20 hotels line the coast, but are separated into three regions resulting in only one of
these polygons being strongly associated with hotels.
Activity and Interaction
The other source of data we are able to use to verify the land-use cluster groupings is, of
course, the Orange mobile telephone activity dataset. The data are mutually reinforcing
such that the definition of land use types from cell tower areas, as shown above, also
enables the exploration of trends in activity and communication interaction yielded by
mobile phone usage.
Land Use Activity
As outlined in the Methodology, activity can be observed both in absolute and relative
terms. Activity in these cases is measured by the number of phone calls made or received
within each region type during 2013. It is assumed that volumes of calls can be used as a
proxy for the location of individuals, and thus indicate how activity varies over space.
Figure 3 shows how call activity varies by land use type, broken down by calls made
and calls received. It is firstly clear, and perhaps not too surprising, that there is little
difference across each type of region in the numbers of calls made and received. It is
also apparent that call volumes tend with the sum area of land use type. The highest
Fig. 3 Chart showing call volumes by land use type
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volumes of activity are observed in the Urban Residential and Open Spaces and Light
Mixed Use areas, the two largest regions by area (see Table 1), with 426 million and
288 million calls made and received respectively. The lowest levels of activity are
associated with the smallest regions, the Central Government and Business District (12
million calls made and received) and the Dense Commercial and Hotels area (31
million).
Greater insight is undoubtedly gained when one observes activity normalised by the
sum area size of the region. As can be seen in Fig. 4, this changes the picture
considerably, leading to the highest density of activity being observed within the
Central Government and Business District, located in Dakar’s southern region. Similar
regions – such as the Dense Commercial and Hotels and Light Administrative – are
also well represented in terms of activity. This would appear to align with expectations,
given the likely ‘pull’ of these regions induced by a greater density of employment
opportunities. On the other hand, the larger regions by area exhibit a lower level of
activity by density, with the Urban Residential and Open Spaces and Fringe Residential
zones ranking lowest on this scale. Importantly, through alignment with expectations,
these trends in mobile phone activity validate the land-use classifications derived
through clustering.
This form of normalisation, of course, weights against those areas with large open
spaces. Within the context of the city constrained by geography – as Dakar is, impacted
by marshland, cliffs, and beaches – this could misrepresent the basis of activity. To
verify the trends in Fig. 4, we also explore normalisation by road junction density. In
doing so, only those locations with purposefully built infrastructure contribute towards
our analysis. As shown in Fig. 5, many of the same trends are observed, although with a
reduced degree of variance. Many of the regions here exhibit similar properties
(varying between around 40,000 to 80,000 calls per road junction). While the lower
Fig. 4 Chart showing call density (normalised by area size) by land use type
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density residential areas rank lowest again, the impact of open spaces is mitigated. The
three most active areas observed above – the Central Government and Business
District, Dense Commercial and Hotels area, and the Light Administrative areas – are
once more stand out here, demonstrating significantly greater levels of activity, at
between 150,000 and 200,000 calls per road junction. This second view strengthens
the case around which are the most and least active regions of Dakar, and signifies the
types of functions that may be instigating these levels of activity. These data provide
further validation for the specification of the land use classifications.
Interactions between Classes
Further insight can be built through an exploration of the interactions between land type
classes. Rather than only measuring the numbers of calls made and received within a
region, interactions are measures as calls made between areas (i to j). This will help
highlight where there are stronger and weaker interaction relationships between land
use types. Given the trends found above, interaction analyses will deal mainly with
normalised activity, thus reducing the impact of region size, however we will begin by
modelling flow volumes using a spatial interaction model in order to generate a set of
call interaction estimates with which to compare our observations. When discussing
normalised interactions, normalisation is made according to the properties of the
destination region, as outlined in Section BMeasures of Activity and Interaction^.
Model of Call Interaction
In order to generate estimates of likely flows, we make use of a doubly-constrained
spatial interaction model (Wilson 1971). In this model, all estimated call interactions
Fig. 5 Chart showing call density (normalised by road junction count) by land use type
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between origins and destinations are constrained to known total call volumes sent from
origins and received from destinations. Estimates for the flows are obtained via a bi-
proportional fitting algorithm, using the distance between origin and destination cell
tower regions as a distribution factor, assuming that call volumes will decrease with
distance. This may seem counter-intuitive given that telecommunications were de-
signed to facilitate interaction where physical distance is a barrier, however, empirical
observations when fitting the doubly constrained model confirm that distance does
indeed have a negative impact on call volumes.
The model takes the following form:
Cij ¼ OiAiDjB jexp −βdij
  ð5Þ
Where Cij are the calls between regions i and j, dij is the Euclidean distance between
them, with total in and out flows to constrain estimates to calculated as follows:
Oi ¼ ∑ jCij ð6Þ
Dj ¼ ∑iCij ð7Þ
With balancing factors to insure these constraints hold:
Ai ¼ 1∑ jD jB jexp −βdij
  ð8Þ
Bj ¼ 1∑iOiAiexp −βdij
  ð9Þ
β is the distance decay parameter to be estimated, which in this case is achieved
through re-formulating Eq. 5 as a log-linear model (see Oshan 2016) and using a
negative binomial regression model fitted using the MASS package in R to estimate
flows and parameters. By aggregating estimated flows and residuals to land-use-type
clusters for origins and destinations, it is possible to see where call volumes are higher
or lower than expected between and within clusters across the city of Dakar (Table 2).
In Table 2, where flows are positive, it indicates that more calls are observed than the
model predicts; where they are negative, volumes are much smaller. Immediately
apparent is that far more calls are occurring within every land-use cluster than would
be expected. This perhaps suggests while these clusters have a certain amount of land-
use homogeneity, there is also a homogeneity in the activities undertaken by people in
these areas – industrial activity communicating with industrial activity, residents with
residents, etc. In particular, far more calls are occurring within the central residential
areas (Urban Residential and Open Spaces, Light Mixed Use and Light Commercial). If
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we look at the interaction between clusters, far fewer calls than expected are occurring
between the Fringe Residential areas and these other residential areas, suggesting a
degree of isolation between the fringe (and likely more informal settlements) and more
well-established parts of the city.
Observations of Normalised Interactions
The high degree of intraregional interaction is sustained after call volumes are normal-
ised. Taking area normalisation first (Table 3), this can be observed in seven of the 11
regions. For road junction normalisation, as shown in Table 4, again seven of the 11
regions exhibit strongest interaction with areas of the same land use type. These trends
demonstrate higher levels of communication interactions between areas of the same
land use type, confirming our observations from the model residuals that land use
function is a driver of communication. This is not only an important finding, but
furthermore provides strong validation of the land use definitions constructed from
the ANSD dataset.
Where intraregional communications are ignored, one begins to observe the stronger
communication attraction affect imposed by the high activity regions noted earlier.
Where area normalisation is used, as one can see in Table 3, the Central Government
and Business District is the most used call destination for all regions. This again
highlights the importance of this small region as a centre for activity and communica-
tion in Dakar. Taking the road junction normalisation measures shown in Table 4, a
more mixed picture can be observed. The Central Government and Business District is
a strong destination for calls made from Dense Commercial and Light Administrative
Table 3 Strong interactions for each region, including and excluding intraregional communication, calculated
using area normalisation
Call origin Highest interaction (AijS) Highest interaction excluding intraregional
communication
Central Government and
Business District
Central Government and
Business District
Dense Commercial and Hotels
Dense Commercial and Hotels Dense Commercial and Hotels Central Government and Business District
Light Administrative Light Administrative Central Government and Business District
Science and Research Science and Research Central Government and Business District
Military Military Central Government and Business District
Light Commercial Light Commercial Central Government and Business District
Industrial Central Government and
Business District
Central Government and Business District
Fringe Residential with
Commercial
Fringe Residential with
Commercial
Central Government and Business District
Urban Residential and Open
Spaces
Central Government and
Business District
Central Government and Business District
Fringe Residential Central Government and
Business District
Central Government and Business District
Light Mixed Use Central Government and
Business District
Central Government and Business District
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areas, which appears to align with the observed relationship between shared function
and communication intensity. The majority of regions, however, interact most strongly
with the Dense Commercial and Light Administrative areas. Once more these trends
align with shared functionality, with commercial districts demonstrating strong inter-
connection. It is interesting to note that three regions exhibiting single use – namely
Military, Industrial, and Science and Research regions – are most strongly connected to
the Light Administrative region. This may be explained by the absence of other regions
with similar land use characteristics, thus resulting in stronger relative interactions with
administrative and mixed use areas.
More widely, a view of all interactions between regions is shown in Fig. 6. This
network representation shows the relative normalised flow between all regions, using
road junction normalisation. This representation highlights once more the central
importance to all regions of the Central Government and Business District and the
Dense Commercial and Hotels area. It furthermore indicates that the strongest levels of
interaction are found in communication flows between these two dominant regions.
The lower importance of the Fringe Residential areas as an attractor of communications
is clearly indicated too, in the form of practically no strong connections terminating at
these regions.
Activity and Interaction over Time
Using the methods outlined earlier we have shown how we are able to identify specific
areas of high activity and interaction. Now we turn to how these patterns vary over
Table 4 Strong interactions for each region, including and excluding intraregional communication, calculated
using road junction count normalisation
Call origin Highest interaction
(AijR)
Highest interaction
excluding intraregional
communication
Central Government and Business
District
Central Government and Business
District
Dense Commercial and Hotels
Dense Commercial and Hotels Dense Commercial and Hotels Central Government and Business
District
Light Administrative Light Administrative Central Government and Business
District
Military Military Light Administrative
Science and Research Science and Research Light Administrative
Fringe Residential with
Commercial
Fringe Residential with
Commercial
Dense Commercial and Hotels
Industrial Industrial Light Administrative
Light Commercial Dense Commercial and Hotels Dense Commercial and Hotels
Light Mixed Use Dense Commercial and Hotels Dense Commercial and Hotels
Fringe Residential Dense Commercial and Hotels Dense Commercial and Hotels
Urban Residential and Open
Spaces
Dense Commercial and Hotels Dense Commercial and Hotels
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time, potentially highlighting the growing and weakening influence of particular
regions during the course of the day.
Measures of activity over time are presented in Fig. 7 – showing call activity
normalised by spatial area – and Fig. 8 – presenting call activity normalised by road
junctions. The two accounts follow the trends observed above, whereby the Central
Government and Business District, Dense Commercial and Hotels, and Light Admin-
istrative areas dominating. Again, in line with earlier results, the scale of activity in
each region varies with the method adopted. Nevertheless, some important trends
emerge from both perspectives.
The most noticeable changes over time are observed in the Central Government,
Dense Commercial and Industrial regions. Following a peak in activity at around
12 pm, these regions show sharper reductions in activity after around 6 pm. This is
likely reflective of these regions being strongly associated with work activity. Con-
versely, the remaining areas see general increases in activity from 7 pm onwards,
reflecting a return to residential areas. The strongest rise is seen in the Light Admin-
istrative area, which rises from around 4 pm, becoming relatively the most active region
by road junction normalisation. This is likely due to its mixed-use function and high
residential activity. Lower variation in activity is observed in the low activity regions,
which show consistent activity from around 11 am to 10 pm.
Fig. 6 Interaction network indicating volume in call traffic flow between land use types
E. Manley, A. Dennett
In view of the above trends, one can explore how interactions vary over time as well.
From these data we observe that the relationship between the Central Government and
Business and Dense Commercial and Hotels districts dominates throughout most of the
day. It is also clear that Light Administrative areas become more attractive as a
destination for calls, as well as seeing a growth in activity. This trend is better shown
in Fig. 9a (road junction normalisation is used here), where we can observe the
changing popularity of the Light Administrative region as a destination for calls over
the course of the day. Contrasting this with the Central Government and Business
Fig. 7 Variation in call activity (normalised by area) over time by land use type
Fig. 8 Variation in call activity (normalised by road junctions) over time by land use type
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district, shown in Fig. 9b, we see how there is a relative increase in interaction from
business, industrial and military areas from around 4 pm. This is perhaps again
indicative of this region’s high mixed use function. The Central Government district,
conversely, sees a reduction in call activity from 6 pm.
These results add to our understanding of the urban dynamics of Dakar. While the
GIS data-derived land use types pointed towards particular types of activity, the
analysis of activity and interaction over time add a new dimension to this understand-
ing. While activity and interaction with some areas – such as the Central Government
and Business district – aligns with expectations, some – such as the Light Administra-
tive area – demonstrate strong mixed use function (indicative of the presence of some
later evening entertainment activities, not indicated through our dataset), and others –
such as the Light Mixed Use region – present activity patterns more aligned with
expected residential function.
Fig. 9 Call interactions with light administrative (a) and the central government and business district (b) over
time
E. Manley, A. Dennett
Discussion
At the beginning of this paper, we set out to answer whether, in the absence of census or
other demographic data, is it possible to derive useful information about the city, its
inhabitants and their activities from data relating to the physical features of the city and
the mobile phone usage of its inhabitants. Through a combination of mobile phone
transactional data and a fine-grained building use dataset, we have produced analyses
of activity and interaction in Dakar, Senegal, and elucidated their variation across land
use classification and time. The findings are beneficial in that they provide insight into
the behaviour of the city where there was previously little understanding. The provision
of these new forms of data have enabled the production of measures of urban activity,
without the need to produce conventional forms of population location data through a
mechanism such as the census. It is important to recognise that all analyses conducted
here have used secondary data only, and have allowed us to achieve reasonably in-
depth understanding of activity in Dakar.
On the city itself, the analyses produced an array of useful insights into the city.
Fringe residential areas, likely to be newer and potentially more informal, showed clear
isolation from other parts of the city with far fewer calls than would be expected being
exchanged with other areas. Calls within the area were still relatively high, so this was
not purely an artefact of low telephone usage. It was shown how the central government
and dense commercial districts drive a disproportionate level of activity and interaction,
being areas of call production and reception. The analyses point towards a functionally
monocentric structure of the city, directed on this core area of business and governmen-
tal activity. Temporal analyses presented dynamic insight into the nature of the city.
While areas such as the Central Government and Business district are shown to reduce in
activity during the evening hours, others heat up, receiving proportionately more calls
during the evening than the day time. These trends align with the classifications of
different land use types indicated by building use data. There are additional indications
of high levels of intraregional interaction, where areas of the same land use class are
observed to exchange higher volumes of calls. Again, this follows our expectations, but
adds insight and evidence of the validity of the approach employed here.
The inevitable issue of working within a data poor context is the limited ability to
validate the findings derived through this form of secondary data analysis. Yet, through
the combination of two distinct datasets within this analysis, a degree of verification of
these trends is at least achieved. Across the study, in general, mobile phone call volumes
and temporal dynamics of activity in each land-use class align with the expectations we
hold from analyses of countless other cities. We observe higher activity in core com-
mercial and administrative areas during the day-time, dropping off as workplaces close
in the evening. This reflects the typical activity dynamics of many cities worldwide.
Further evidence is added through the strong degree of intraregional interaction between
areas of the city classed in the same way. This is a trend one might expect in any city, but
provides assurance that the land use definitions are relevant and valid to a degree.
There are natural limitations inherent within an empirical study such as this. Our
limited ability to validate findings means we lack strong certainty of the actual activity
and interaction dynamics of Dakar. Yet, by analysing the city without additional
datasets, we highlight the extent to which these analyses are possible through secondary
data alone. The trends we extract, using exploratory, empirical methods, align with our
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expectations urban activity and interaction. In this sense, the use of mobile phone data,
building use data, within the empirical framework outlined, has been positively infor-
mative in developing a view of the nature and behaviour of Dakar.
Future work should focus on growing the evidence base for the use of secondary
data to explore new geographies and contexts, foregoing the need for conventional
methods. There is clear potential for developing countries to leapfrog the evolution of
surveying observed in other countries. In this context, mobile phone transaction data,
and analyses of the sort presented here, offer significant potential for involvement in
future urban planning and policy development. The analyses presented in this paper are
merely one approach, and advances on the methods should certainly be explored. We
lack residential data within out specification of land use, which means we are unable to
be sure of commuting patterns or the cause of activity variation over time. There are
unexplored biases within our mobile phone transaction data, and potentially within the
GIS dataset too, which require deeper consideration.
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